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We are living in an environment with diversified culture and too many choices in front of us make us
overwhelmed. Trying something new and having new experiences is important, but a lot of people refuse to leave
their comfort zone. In the long run, leaving our comfort zone will also help us gain new/refreshed experiences and
realize a new self in the future.
People do not want to leave their comfort zone because of various reasons, but when some of us want to
there may be mental barriers in front of us. People are hesitant to make the decision at the moment or have the
willingness but hard to take an action. The loss of control of the situation causes anxiety, which can prevent us from
leaving our comfort zone.
This project is starting from a small standpoint, leaving the comfort zone of food. This may sound easy to
do, but based on my observations and research, a decent amount of people don’t want to try something they don’t
know, something “weird”, or never tried before. Especially foreigners in a new country, like myself. Trying local
food provides a great and important way to get familiar with the country and the different cultures. My project is
using a fun and interactive way to add gamification elements to help people try some food new.

Keywords: comfort zone, food, gamification, app, new experience, engagement
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Nowadays there are too many choices that make people feel overwhelmed, and some choices they are not
familiar with. For various reasons, people always stick with their comfort zone at the moment when they need to
make a decision, which is not good for us in a long run. Leaving your comfort zone is important because it helps us
to gain new experiences and unveil a new self in the future.
When we are getting food or deciding what to eat every day, we like to stick with something we are
comfortable with. When we are living in a fairly strange environment, trying something new, testing new food, is
always a good way to immerse us in the new environment.
There are a couple of benefits if we are leaving our comfort zone including: self-actualization, development
of a growth mindset, resilience and anti-fragility, great self-efficacy.1 Let us start with leaving the food comfort zone.
In my research, the main reason people don’t want to leave their comfort zone is because of Fear of the Unknown2,
which means people are afraid of losing the control of something they don’t know, which is human nature. Living in
the surroundings we know, the results can be expected. This can make us feel safe. So what are people thinking
when they are trying to order food online and how to make the decision. In my survey I found: 1. more young
people like to try something new and order food online. 2. facts like flavor preference, allergy, other people’s
recommendation effect people’s decision. 3. People decide what to order normally take some time, more time they
take, more unlikely they will make bold decision, usually they order the exact same food if they take too long time
to make the decision. 4. A decent amount of people like to hear what their friends/family say about their experience
to try some new dish, which can decrease the choice of failure. I also interviewed 3 different people to know more
about the details of what they are thinking and figuring out why they fail to try something new overtime. The reason
comes down to: long periods of time, previous bad experiences, afraid of failure, having no clue about what it will
taste like.
I also created a mind map, empathy map and Journey map to straighten out the problem and look for the
break points to solve the problem. I have a good picture about what users are thinking, what they are afraid of by
making the mind map and empathy map. Journey map help me to clear up what users go through during the whole
process. I also set up 3 different scenarios which targeted users might face the situation and personas to identify my
potential users.
First of all, how do we know users comfort zone? If we know users’ food comfort zones, how can we avoid
users continuously making the decisions inside of their comfort zone. Therefore, we should track users’ behavior
first. There is an on boarding process to let the system know about users’ behavior. In the on-boarding process, the
system will require the access of location and social media, which will tell the system where users like to have meals
and when users share their food on social media and write the caption. The system will know what users’ flavor
preferences are and what they usually like to order/eat.
Second, one of the main insights of the research is the longer time the user is trying to make a decision, the
more unlikely they will make bold decisions. Even though they have the thought to try something new this time, it
has a fairly big chance they will choose the same thing at the moment they are making the final decision. This
scenario makes me think, if we don’t need the user to make the decision, the system makes the decision instead of

1

Page, O. (2020, November 20). How to leave your comfort zone and enter your 'growth zone'. Retrieved April 18,

2021, from https://positivepsychology.com/comfort-zone/
2

Joseph, K. (2018, September 19). Why are people afraid to step out of their comfort zone? Retrieved April 18,

2021, from https://www.s-e-v-e-n.org/why-are-people-afraid-to-step-out-of-their-comfort-zone/
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the user. In order to make the interaction fun, gamification appeared in my mind. Gamification is a powerful tool to
acquire, engage, and retain users. Gamification boosts engagement by one third, with online commenting rising by
13%, social media sharing by 22%, and content discovery by 68%.3 My core solution is random choice, a gamified
way to let system choose the food for you so user don’t need to make any choice for the decision. User just simply
swipe the keywords and chooses which ones they are interested in and confirm. Each keyword stands for a unique
dish, users might have idea or no idea what they are going to get. In this way, the system prevents the user to make
the decision and “force” them to leave their comfort zone. The system also provides a quick pay function, which
only require users to slide left/right to choose delivery/pickup to place the order right away.
Third, to make the process engaging and interesting, users are able to challenge their friends/family, even
users nearby. The user can choose share or not share the picture of the food, or just make a caption challenge at
friends and families on the social media, in the meanwhile the system will create a link for them to download the
app and also get the notification of the challenge. When friends and families are involved, users won’t feel alone to
try something new, and they will have a mind “my friends or family” tried it already, which won’t lead them to have
a fear of the unknown. At the same time, the challenge can be a back and forth activity, which keeps users engaged
in the app.
Last but not the least, the system provides the settings page to allow user to set up the price range, allergic
ingredients, etc which allows the user to avoid getting something they cannot eat or cannot afford. Users are also
able to check the record of previous challenges, and accept the previous pending challenges. If a user has a smart
watch, the challenge notification will go via the smart watch, which allows users to quickly accept on the smart
watch.
The project is intended to help people to get out of their food comfort zone in a fun and gamified way with
their friends/family. The project is small which helps people to try some new food, but the topic is big. Getting out
of the comfort zone could lead to a lot of benefits for life. From a design perspective, gamification is a great way to
achieve goals, attract users and keep them engaged. Tracing a user’s behavior, without the user making decisions,
and involve the user’s family and friends, provides a step by step way to help the user to leave their food comfort
zone without fear. I intend to create a casual, easy, simple, virtual environment to overcome the fearless coming
from the unknown. To achieve the engagement feature (gamification) to another level, I intend to create not just a
list of the challenge histories/records but also showing friends on the platform, each time a challenge is finished, so
the user will be able to gain reward points to create a rank for them. In this way, users will be more competitive to
try to beat other users and also show off what they tried. Add more gamification elements to drive user engagement
in it. For further development, the solution does not just help users to leave their food comfort zone, it also can be
used in other activities. An example would be shuffling the traveling destination, shuffling how to spend the
weekend, etc, which can provide an opportunity for users to gain more new experience, realize what they want to do,
but never get to take any action for different reasons.

3

Jain, A. (2020, November 1). 7 of the best examples of App gamification. Retrieved April 18, 2021, from https://

clevertap.com/blog/best-examples-of-app-gamification/
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OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW
WHAT IS CHALLENGE ?

CHALLENGE is an application prototype to help users to get out of their
food comfort zone in a fun way by making no decisions and interacting
with friends.
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PROMPT
THE PROMPT

Nowadays there are too many choices which make people feel
overwhelmed, and some choices they are not familiar with. For various
reasons, people always stick with their comfort zone at the moment when
they need to make a decision.
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PROBLEM
THE PROBLEM

How to help users to overcome the most important moment of making the
decision to get out from their food comfort zone.
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SOLUTION
CORE SOLUTION

Deprive the opportunity of the user making the decision and use social
media to engage more users.
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OBJECTIVES
OBJECTIVES

TRACKING BEHAVIOURS

RANDOM CHOICE

KEEP ENGAGED

Let the system get the access to the
location, navigation and social
media to collect information of
where users have been to, what
food they like to identify their
comfort zone.

A fun way to let the system choose
the food for you so users don’t need
to make any choice for the decision.

People will have more
encouragement if they do the same
thing together. Let more people
know what food I tried today to
challenge friends to encourage
more people to get out from their
comfort zone.
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RESEARCH
RESEARCH

WHERE IS THE PROBLEM FROM ? WHY IS THIS THE SOLUTION ?
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COMFRT ZONE
WHAT

IS COMFORT ZONE

A comfort zone is a psychological state in which things feel familiar to a
person, and they are at ease, and in control of their environment,
experiencing low levels of anxiety and stress. In this zone a steady level of
performance is possible.

https://positivepsychology.com/comfort-zone/
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BENEFITS
BENEFITS

OF LEAVING COMFORT ZONE

1
DEVELOPMENT
OF
A
GROWTH
2
SELF-ACTUALIZATION
MINDSET

4 top-line examples of leaving the
comfort zone.

3
GREATER
SELF-EFFICACY
4

RESILIENCE AND ANTIFRAGILITY

https://www.s-e-v-e-n.org/why-are-people-afraid-to-step-out-of-their-comfort-zone/
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INSIGHTS

SURVEY
SURVEY

Aimed user age can be 18-24 and 25-34. Because older people don’t
typically order food online
Female and male both order food online. Not related to the gender.
Foreigners order food online more
Some facts effect peoples choices, reduce the explosion of the facts
(like flavor type, etc.)
People normally take some time when deciding what to order. Have
a quick process to avoid people changing decisions
People like to try something different, but somehow they always try
the same thing over and over again
A decent amount of people like to hear what their friends/family
recommend
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INTERVIEW
INTERVIEW

Interviewee A
“I usually order food I am familiar with, sometimes I want to try
something new but I cannot make the final decision when to
press the order button, always struggle long time to decide.”

Interviewee B
"I am really picky about the food I eat, not I am allergic, just I don't
normally eat it. I am really carefully about the food I am gonna
order, I don't want to go wrong."
Interviewee C
"I always want to try something different or new, but never thought of
it when I am ordering food. Maybe I need a push to make me try it."
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MIND MAPPING
MIND MAPPING

Analyze the causes and results of
user’s mind to figure out why or
what makes them not be willing to
leave the comfort zone.
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EMPATHY
EMPATHY MAP

According to the previous research,
list out what the user feels, thinks,
says, and does.
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COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS

COMPETITIVE
Applications to solve “leaving the
comfort zone” problem.
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COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS

COMPETITIVE
Applications of popular food
ordering tools.
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JOURNEY
JOURNEY MAP

The journey process when
users start having thought until
they finish the order.
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HOW MIGH WE
HOW MIGHT WE

Brainstorming the problems
according to previous research
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CONCEPT
CONCEPT

WHERE THE CONCEPT/IDEATION FROM?
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CONCEPT
CONCEPT A

TRACKING

Tracking a user’s behavior can help the system
know the user better learn where their comfort
zone is.

https://unsplash.com/photos/IhuGwJIMgws
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CONCEPT
CONCEPT B

“NO DECISION”

According to the research, people are struggling when they are trying to make the
decision whether leaving the comfort zone and trying something new or not. The longer
time they take, the more unlikely they step forward to leave their comfort zone. So what
about the system makes the decision for users, and giving them no time to think about it.
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CONCEPT
GAMIFICATION

Gamification is a powerful tool to acquire, engage, and retain users. In fact, Gigya
found that gamification boosts engagement by one third, with online commenting
rising by 13%, social media sharing by 22%, and content discovery by 68%.

https://clevertap.com/blog/best-examples-of-app-gamification/
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CONCEPT
Method - Dow lots
When people don’t know which decision they
should make, usually people like to draw lots to
make the decision. I will use the concept in the
project to reach the “make no decision” purpose.

https://unsplash.com/photos/gT-Sob4njj8
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CONCEPT
CONCEPT C

ENGAGE FRIENDS/FAMILY

Another thing we can learn from the research is, when people are struggling making
decisions, they prefer to ask friends/family about their opinion to help them make
good decision. Involving friends/family would be a good idea to drive them to do
something different.
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CONCEPT
CONCEPT C

SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media is one of the best ways to involve
friends/family to what you are doing, and people
like to compete with their friends and share
experiences on it.

https://unsplash.com/photos/cNXqmO0Z24U
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CONCEPT
PERSONA, USER FLOW

PERSONA, SCENARIOS, USER FLOW, INFORMATION ARCHETECTURE
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PERSONA
PERSONA

Targeted user A
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PERSONA
PERSON B

Targeted user B
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PERSONA
PERSON C

Targeted user C
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SCENARIO
SCENARIO A

Zack is about to order lunch after
class is over. He decided to try
something new today. He excitingly
opened a new app, and tried to look
for something he never tried before.
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SCENARIO
SCENARIO B

Jackson is on his business trip. He
is pretty busy and doesn’t want to
spend a lot time choosing what to
eat, but he still wants to try some
food which can represent the
culture here.
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SCENARIO
SCENARIO C

Lin doesn't know how to cook, she likes
ordering meals on the app, but she is
struggling what to order for dinner
tonight. She wants to try something
new, but she is afraid she would not like
it.
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BLUE PRINT
BLUE PRINT
START A CHALLENGE
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BLUE PRINT
BLUE PRINT

ACCEPT CHALLENGE VIA APP
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BLUE PRINT
BLUE PRINT
ACCEPT CHALLENGE
VIA SOCIAL MEDIA
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ARCHITECTURE
INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

Information architecture is the basis of
my system. It can derive the content
structure including the pages and the
content on each page.
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ARCHETECTURE
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USER FLOW
USER FLOW
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USER FLOW
User flow can provide an overall picture
of user experience. And it also can show
the points in the system where users
need to make an action.
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USER FLOW
USER FLOW
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SOLUTIONS
VISUAL/INTERACTIVE
SOLUTIONS
LOW/HIGH FIDELITY WIREFRAMES
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SOLUTIONS
WIREFRAMES

The low-fi wireframes are help to show
the basic layout, check the concept in a
short time.
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SOLUTIONS
WIREFRAMES

The low-fi wireframes help to show the
basic layout, check the concept in a
short time.
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SOLUTIONS
TRACKING

ON BOARDING PROCESS
TRACKING BEHAVIOUS

Let the system get the access to the
location, navigation and social
media to collect information of
where users have been to and what
food they like to identify as their
comfort zone.
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SOLUTIONS
GAMIFICATION

1. Amount of time to swipe.

MAIN INTERACTION
RANDOM CHOICE

2. Key word, swipe to change.
3. Confirm key word to move
to the next step.

A fun way to let the system choose
the food for you so users don’t need
to make any choice for their
decision.
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KEEP
ENGAGED

SOLUTIONS

1. Image of the food.

SOCIAL MEDIA

KEEP ENGAGED

People will have more
encouragement if they do the same
thing together. Let more people
know what food I tried today to
challenge friends to encourage
more people to get out from their
comfort zone.

2. User’s name.
3. Captions.
4. Choose social media platform you
want to share on.
5. Confirm to share.
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SOLUTIONS
FEATURE

1. Confirm to check out step.

QUICK PAY

2. Quick pay to slide left (delivery),
right (pick up)

Quick pay feature can reduce users’
thinking time, drive them to make
the decision faster.

3. Choose delivery/pick up at normal
check out step.
4. Order information.
5. Confirm to place the order.
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SOLUTIONS
FEATURE
SMALL GAME

If the user chooses delivery to get
the order, the system provides a
small game to play while the user is
waiting for the order.
The user is also able to message
the driver during the waiting time.
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SOLUTIONS
FEATURE
RECORD

The user is able to check the
previous records including the
accepted challenges, pending
challenges or challenges launched
by self.

1. Slide to check records in
different years.
2. Challenge card, including
keyword, social media, time.
3. Challenge not accepted yet.
4. Unfold the card to check the
details.

The user is able to accept the
pending challenge from the past on
the record page.
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SOLUTIONS
FEATURE
CREATE KEYWORD

After the user finishes the order, the
user can create a keyword for the
order.

1. Create new keyword.
2. Choose if you want to challenge the nearby users.

3. Confirm to challenge go to next step.
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SOLUTIONS
FEATURE

PROFILE AND SETTINGS

Profile: name, connected social
media, number of challenges.

Settings: price range, connected
payment card, notification setting,
allergy setting.

1. User’s name and portrait.
2. Number of accepted challenges.
3. Number of challenges launched.
4. Enable/disable social media.
5. Set up price range.
6. Payment card.
7. Enable/disable notification.
8. Set up keyword to avoid
allergic food.
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ACCEPT
CHALLENGE

SOLUTIONS
CHALLENGED BY OTHERS

User will get notification when
someone else challenged them
from nearby or social media.

1. Challenge keyword.
2. Accept button.
3. Cancel button.
4. Details of the challenge
including the person that sent
you the challenge and the social
media, etc.
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SOLUTIONS
SMART WATCH

Swipe to switch keyword
Slide left/right to choose
delivery/pick up

Notification to show the
keyword.
Social media icon which
links to the social media
to check details.
Fist icon to confirm
accept the challenge.
Cancel icon to cancel the
challenge for now.

After confirming accept
the challenge, slide to
choose delivery/pick up

Showing the remaining
waiting time while
waiting for the order get
delivered.

You got the order!
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BRAND
BRAND IDENTITY
LOGO, COLOR PALLATES
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LOGO
LOGO

Using pop colors to represent for the targeted users are
young age and the white circle lines connect different
groups of people together, share experience.

With color

This logo stands for the key words: young, different,
connectivity of this project.

Black and White
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FONT
FONT

TITLE FONT

SUBTITLE FONT

SUBTITLE FONT

ROBOTO BOLD 24px

ROBOTO LIGHT 18px

ROBOTO LIGHT 12px

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghjklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
!@#$%^&*

KEY WORD FONT
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COLOR
COLOR

#CD5989

#24A5A4

#EB4F24

#F8D115

#FFFFFF
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CONCUSION
CONCLUSION
PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT

The idea is from what I noticed daily. I found people from another country including me
when we are in a totally new environment and surrounded by different cultures, immersing
can be overwhelming with multiple choices. We still sick to eat something we know or from
our own culture and refuse to try something new or will not spontaneously try something
different.

The project is intended to help people to get out of their food comfort zone in a fun way with
friends/family. The project is small which is used to help people try some new food, but the
topic is big. Getting out of the comfort zone can help people in the long run, to have more
new experiences and realize a new self.
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EXPLORING
EXPLORING

WHAT CAN I EXPLORE IN THE FUTURE

For this project, to achieve the engagement feature to another level, I intend to create not just a list of
the challenge histories/records, but also showing the friends on the platform. Each time a challenge is
finished, the user will be able to gain reward points to create a rank for them. In this way, users will be
more competitive to try to beat other users and also show off what they tried. Add more gamification
elements to drive user engagement.
For further development of the project, the solution does not just help users to leave their food comfort
zone, it also can be used in other activities. An example would be shuffling the traveling destination,
shuffling how to spend the weekend, etc, which can provide an opportunity for users to gain new
experiences.
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